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Quick Start Guide

OVERVIEW

The SENTRYSHIELD 
bulletproof insert is protective 

equipment designed to fit inside 
a backpack or bag. Layered with 

ultra-high-molecular-weight 
polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers, 
these ballistic-resistant materials 

passed authorized testing to 
prevent penetration from a 

range of handgun ammunition. 
The bulletproof insert comes in 
two sizes: one size that fits 17” 
standard backpacks and the 

other that fits 15” youth 
backpacks and laptop bags.

HOW TO USE

Avoid exposing your insert to excessive 
heat and placing it in a position that may 

cause it to bend or deform inside. 
Frequent heat exposure and abrasions 
will cause its fiber material to separate 

and render it ineffective.

STEP 1: Face your bulletproof insert’s 
Strike Face logo outwards and away 

from your body before fitting it against 
the flat wall of your carrier. 

STEP 2: Press firmly along the edges 
of the insert to ensure proper fitting 

and alignment inside your carrier. Do 
not place additional contents between 

the insert and flat wall, as this will 
cause the insert to sit unevenly. Fits 15” youth backpacks

and laptop bagsFits 17” standard backpacks

STRIKE FACE SIDE
FACES OUTWARD

TWGJ1299
Dimension: 14” x 10” Weight: 1.46 lbs

TWGJ129
Dimension: 16.25” x 11.75” Weight: 1.74 lbs
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National Institute of Justice standard Threat Level IIIA
to NIJ standard 0101.06

NIJ CERTIFIED

What are NIJ standards?

Since 1972, the National Institution of Justice (NIJ) authorizes and updates 
equipment standards and testing for body armor that addresses the requirements 
for law enforcement, correction agencies, and other criminal justice bureaus. They 
endorse articulated practice in establishing standards for equipment that is 
secure, trustworthy, and qualified to perform according to minimum specifications. 
The NIJ standards are accepted nationwide and set the criterion for 
ballistic-resistant body armor.

What is Level IIIA?

Based on NIJ standards, there are specific classifications of body armor categorized 
in levels of ballistic performance and resistance. Level IIIA body armor is a soft 
armor conditioned with materials used to protect against a variety of small arm 
weapons. This category is tested to slow down 9 mm Full Metal Jacketed Round 
Nose rounds, .44 Magnum Semi Jacketed Hollow Point bullets, and .357 SIG 
ammunition fired from handguns.

What are the benefits?

Bullet proof equipment is designed to slow bullets down in order to reduce chances 
of penetration and blunt force trauma. The bulletproof insert meets NIJ Level IIIA 
standards of body armor for providing maximum protection against a range of 
ballistic threats. Its soft and lightweight material ensures flexibility for adapting to 
proper conditions and placements when equipping this grade. With its width at 10 
mm, this Level IIIA equipment can deter small arm weapons without occupying too 
much bag space.


